
Kensington.

Slim N17 2.0 Combination Laptop Lock for Wedge-Shaped Slots.

Slim N17 2.0 Serialized Combination Laptop Lock for Wedge-Shaped Slots.

The box contains one Slim N17 2.0 Combination Laptop Lock for Wedge-Shaped Slots or one Slim N17 2.0 Serialized Combination Laptop Lock for Wedge-Shaped Slots, a Warranty card, and an Instruction Guide.

Register at kensington.com/register.

Note: Register your code at kensington.com/register for a free and secure lookup if your combination is ever lost or forgotten.



Locking

1. Loop the cable around a secure attachment point, such as the leg of a table or desk, and pull the lockhead through the open loop at the end of the cable.



2. To prepare the lock for engagement, use your thumb to pull the slider on the lockhead back towards the cable.

3. With the slider pulled back, insert the lockhead into the wedge-shaped lock slot on your laptop.  Once inserted, release the slider to engage the lock.



4. For maximum security be sure to turn all dials to a random configuration after securing the lock to your laptop.

5. Locking is complete when both the cable is connected to a secure attachment point and the lockhead is securely attached to your laptop.









Unlocking

1. Enter your 4 digit code by pulling each dial towards the cable until the numbers are centered with the lines on the top of the lockhead.

2. Pull the slider on the lockhead back towards the cable to disengage the locking mechanism.

3. With the slider pulled back, pull the lockhead away from the laptop.



Reset the Combination

1. Set the dial to 0000.



2. Insert a paper clip into the reset button slot on the side of the lockhead.

3. Rotate the paper clip 90 degrees clockwise.

4. Set the new code by rotating each dial away from the cable until the desired numbers are centered with the lines on the top of the lockhead.  Note: Make sure the numbers align.



5. Insert the paper clip into the reset button slot on the side of the lock and rotate it 90 degrees counterclockwise.

6. Your new combination is ready to use.  Note: Make sure the reset button fully returns and aligns with lock shell.



For support, visit www.kensington.com/support.


